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SOCIAL CENTER + MICROENTERPRISE CENTER  

FOR YOUNG ENTREPREUNERS, PERU. 

The Project, located in Peru, is a building that solves very well the 

starting point´s conflicts, arranges suitable the spaces, and owns a 

great beauty in each scale: in construction, building and urban level. 

We are placed in an arid area, highly seismic and already affected by 

a strong earthquake in 2007. In the urban context, the place is a 

double site with very different characters and surrounded by a big 

social, environmental and building poverty. 

To solve that, is proposed a light and independent modular system 

that allows adapt for him-self in the plurality of the place with total 

elasticity in plant, and besides provides a seism-resistant structure. It 

will be helped by the geometry and the materials; the triangle because 

is the only polygon that doesn´t deform when a strength works on it, 

and the bamboo because of its socio-economic qualities as material 

from the place, environmental and physical qualities. That´s the way 

how is reached an element able to dissipate the strengths without 

deformation, thanks of the geometrical rigidity of the triangle 

combined with the bamboo´s elasticity.  

The project is divided in two phases, the two areas. The first one will 

be a hermetic project with less scale, which has a slope of 5m, 

leaving the building semi-underground and answering to the residential 

character of the surrounding. And the second phase, situated in the 

other side of the vial edge, is in the widest place and is setting out 

like a permeable project, open to the environment and with more 

scale than the first phase. It´s how we found the first dualism within 

the project: First Phase &. Second Phase. 

Next, in the project level, is developing the First Phase: the Ground 

Floor & the First Floor. In the first one, the courtyards are who 

manage the different spaces providing the communications and other 

needs. However, in the First Floor, each seller´s point is totally 

independent, allowing a circulation much free and uninterrupted. In 

this way, the social Center is standing out because of having staying 

spaces, in contrast with the rounds-spaces from the Microenterprise 

Center. 

Finally, in the construction level we can found the last duality from 

the project, will be combined the auto-construction with the precision, 

the bamboo with the steel and the tradition with the technology.  

Simply it´s a project very well solved in spite of the big difficulties as 

beginning, and which is easy to enjoy studying in detail the drawings. 


